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The concept of augmented reality audio characterizes techniques where a real sound
environment is extended with virtual auditory environments and communications scenarios.
A framework is introduced for mobile augmented reality audio (MARA) based on a specific
headset configuration where binaural microphone elements are integrated into stereo earphones. When microphone signals are routed directly to the earphones, a user is exposed to
a pseudoacoustic representation of the real environment. Virtual sound events are then mixed
with microphone signals to produce a hybrid, an augmented reality audio representation, for
the user. An overview of related technology, literature, and application scenarios is provided.
Listening test results with a prototype system show that the proposed system has interesting
properties. For example, in some cases listeners found it very difficult to determine which
sound sources in an augmented reality audio representation are real and which are virtual.

0 INTRODUCTION
The era of wearable audio appliances started with the
introduction of the portable cassette player more than two
decades ago. The development of digital technology led to
portable CD players and finally to fully digital MP3 players [1]. Currently other devices may be considered belonging to the same category. For instance, digital cellular
phones have developed considerably in recent years [2].
While speech communication is the main application,
many manufacturers have recently integrated a digital audio player to a phone to enable high-quality audio playback. However, the basic application scenario for wideband audio is still the same as in early walkmans. Of the
currently available audiocentric devices, hearing aids may
be considered the most wearable. The number of users of
these devices is constantly increasing in developed coun*Manuscript received 2003 August 6; revised 2004 January 26
and March 15.
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tries. With digital technology the quality of hearing aid
devices has improved significantly while the prices are
dropping, thus preparing the way for an even higher number of users. Yet another application that relates to this is
personal active hearing protectors.
We may have multiple wearable audio appliances, but
only one pair of ears. At some point it makes sense to
integrate all of these functions into the same physical device. Mechanical and electrical integration is already feasible. However, in application scenarios there are many
interesting new possibilities and problems to explore [3].
Also, the progress in speech and audio technology, computing, and communications predicts the introduction of
completely new types of intelligent and interactive audio
and speech applications. For example, spatial auditory displays that can provide the user with different types of
information in the form of spatialized sound events have
been introduced [4].
We consider a device that a user could be wearing at all
times. It would resemble portable audio players in some
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respect and also provide speech and audio communications services, for example, over a mobile or wireless network. But at the same time it would also make it possible
for a user to hear and interact with the real acoustic environment in a natural way, a principle proposed earlier by
many authors [5]–[7]. Thus it would facilitate and even
make easier ordinary speech communication with other
people, enable safe navigation in traffic, and permit the
operation of machines where acoustic feedback is important. This is the case particularly in assistive devices for
the blind [8]. In addition there would be a large number of
new functions that provide information and communication channels which are not available in a natural acoustic
environment or in current appliances.
The possibility to hear the natural acoustic environment
around a user differentiates the concept of augmented reality (AR) audio from the traditional concept of a virtual
reality (VR) audio environment, where a user is typically
immersed into a completely synthetic acoustic environment [9], [10]. The computer graphics community has
established concise definitions for different types of realities. Augmented reality is produced by adding synthetic
objects into the real environment [11]. In augmented virtuality (AV) objects from the real world are embedded into
a virtual reality scene. Finally, mixed reality (MR) includes VR, AR, AV, and a continuum between them [12],
[13]. The framework presented in this paper could be used
to implement AV or MR audio applications. However, in
this study the focus is on augmented reality audio [6],
where the mixing of real and virtual environments can be
most easily understood as a process of adding virtual audio
objects to the real or a modified real acoustic environment
around a user.
The proposed system for mobile augmented reality audio (MARA) requires specific transducer systems and auralization techniques.1 In the prototype system introduced
in this paper the transducer configuration is based on a
headset where miniature microphones are integrated into
earphone elements in both ears. When microphone sounds
are routed directly to the earphones, a user can perceive a
representation of the real acoustic environment. Since the
experience may differ from the open-ear case, we call this
representation the pseudoacoustic environment. It has
been demonstrated that users can adapt to a modified binaural representation within a reasonable time [14]. Virtual
and synthetic sound events, such as the speech of a remote
user, music, audio markers, or simply user interface
sounds are superimposed onto the pseudoacoustic sound
environment in a device that may be called an augmentation mixer. At one extreme, virtual sounds can be combined with the pseudoacoustic signals in the augmentation
mixer in such a way that a user may not be able to determine which sound sources are local and which are rendered artificially by means of digital signal processing.
Listening test results presented in this paper demonstrate
that in some cases this can be achieved relatively easily
using personalized in-situ head-related room impulse re1
In [3] we called this wearable augmented reality audio
(WARA).
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sponses (HRIRs) and even generic head-related transfer
functions (HRTFs) combined with a synthetic room model.
Real-time implementation of a MARA system requires
low latency for audio and seamless integration of audio
streams, signal processing algorithms, and network communications. Implementation aspects of the software system are beyond the scope of this paper. A modular and
flexible software architecture based on the Mustajuuri system [15] for testing different MARA application scenarios
was introduced in [3].
This paper starts with an introductory section where we
put the MARA concept into a wider context and define the
central parts of the proposed framework. We also review
the literature and give an organized representation of previous works and ideas in related application fields. In Section 3 we propose a transducer system for MARA and
present listening test results conducted to evaluate the performance of the system. In Section 5 we study some specific signal processing techniques needed in building applications and give some ideas about user interfaces
needed for mobile augmented reality audio applications.
1 REAL, VIRTUAL, AND AUGMENTED
AUDIO ENVIRONMENTS
The basic difference between real and virtual audio environments is that virtual sounds are originating from another environment or are created artificially. Augmented
reality audio (or augmented audio reality) combines these
aspects in a way where real and virtual sound scenes are
mixed so that virtual sounds are perceived as an extension
to the natural ones. At one extreme an augmented reality
audio system should pass a test that is closely related to the
classical Turing test for artificial intelligence [16]. That is,
if a listener is unable to determine whether a sound source
is part of the real or a virtual audio environment, the system
implements a subjectively perfect augmentation of the listener’s auditory environment. At the other extreme, virtual auditory scenes could be rendered in high quality such that they
are easily separable from real ones by their characteristics
which are not possible in normal acoustic environments.
Fig. 1(a) illustrates a user in a real acoustic environment
and Fig. 1(b) a headphone-based virtual acoustic system
where the sound environment is created using a computer.
1.1 Externalization in Virtual Spatial Audio
In the current paper the focus is on the development of
techniques for mobile and wearable applications. Hence it
is clear that transducers used for producing virtual sounds
must be wearable. In practice, headphones or earphones
are probably the most convenient alternatives, although
other types of wearable transducer systems can also be
considered [17]. Headphones have been used successfully
in many virtual reality applications [18].
Headphone auralization often produces an incorrect localization of virtual sound sources. For example, common
problems are front–back confusion and a perception that
sources at the front are elevated. In augmented reality
audio, probably the most severe problem is a perceived
effect of having the virtual source localized inside the
619
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listener’s head. This is usually called intracranial, or inside-the-head locatedness (IHL) [19]. The spatial localization of sound sources that are perceived to be inside the
listener’s head is termed lateralization. It has been demonstrated that a listener can make a clear distinction in
headphone listening between localized (that is, sounds outside the head) and lateralized sound sources and that these
two types can coexist in the listener’s experience [20].
The effect of lateralized sound in headphone listening
can be produced using amplitude and delay differences in
two headphone channels corresponding to each source. In
order to make a sound source externalized, more sophisticated binaural techniques are needed [21]. Differences in
the two ear signals due to head-related transfer functions
(HRTFs) play an important role. In the laboratory environment personalized HRTFs can be used to produce a realistic
illusion of an externalized source [22]. However, there
may be significant variability in HRTFs among subjects,
depending on how the HRTFs have been measured [23].
HRTF responses measured in a free field apply only in
free-field conditions, which is an unnatural sounding environment for most people. Additional acoustic cues such
as the amount of reverberation in virtual sound and unwanted sounds in the environment make it easy for a lis-
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tener to resolve the Turing test [16]. Externalization is
related to the perception of auditory distance such that
there is a continuum in perceived locations of sources
from inside the head to any external position [19], [22]. In
[24] it was found that the direct-to-reverberant energy ratio dominates auditory distance cues for unfamiliar sounds
while intensity is the most important distance cue in
speech signals. It is well known that the use of artificial
reverberation can help in forming an externalized sound
image in headphone listening [25], [26]. Similarly, sounds
recorded in echoic environments are perceived more distant than dry recordings [27]. Control of signal level and
reverberation are clearly necessary for a successful auralization of virtual sound sources.
Dynamic cues related to head turning and other movements of a listener or a source are important because listeners use them both intentionally [28] and unintentionally
[29] in a listening situation. The virtual source should be
stable in relation to the environment. Unnatural changes in
the acoustic properties of the incoming signal can easily
damage the perceptual illusion of a virtual source [30]. In
headphone listening this requires that the auralization processor be controlled by the position and orientation of the
listener’s head (see [31]). One such system, called binaural
room scanning (BRS), has been implemented in [32].
Multimodality aspects such as the connection of a sound
event to a visible real-world object and the user’s expectations concerning the performance of the system also affect the externalization and localization of virtual sound
sources [33]. For familiar sounds the type of sound is also
of importance. For example, whispered and shouted voices
gave completely different estimates for the distance of a
speaker in listening tests reported in [34].
1.2 Virtual Reality Environment
In this paper we assume that the virtual sound environment
is created using techniques of auralization [35]–[39]. Typically this involves binaural processing using HRTF filters.
Let us first formulate the open-ear case illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). Denoting the z transform of an input signal at the
entrance of the left ear canal by year(z), the filtering of a
source signal x(z) from a certain position is given by
year(z) ⳱ Hl(z)x(z)

(1)

where Hl(z) is the HRTF corresponding to the position of
the source. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Assuming that
Hl(z) is an estimated transfer function, one may use it to
render a signal a(z) corresponding to the same location of

Fig. 1. (a) Listener in real environmental. (b) Listener in virtual
environment.
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Fig. 2. (a) Signal paths in open-ear case. (b) Signal paths in
typical headphone auralization.
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a source. This configuration is shown in Fig. 1(b). In headphone auralization one must take into account the transfer
function from a headphone element to the ear canal (see,
for example, [40]). This transfer function is sometimes
called ear canal transfer function (ECTF) [41], or earphone
transfer function (ETF) [42]. Fig. 2(b) illustrates a typical
configuration for headphone auralization where the ETF is
denoted by Ht(z). In computing the actual output signal of
the system yl(z), the effect of the ETF has been canceled
from the estimated HRTF H̃l(z).
It has been verified that there are significantly larger
individual differences in ETFs than in HRTFs [41], [23].
The headphone auralization scheme illustrated in Fig.
2(b) is a typical system used in auditory displays. However, in augmented reality audio it does not necessarily
lead to good results in the externalization of sound sources
in a reverberant pseudoacoustic environment. It is probably necessary to bring also some early reflections and
reverberation to the virtual sound environment to make it
match better with the local environment.

In some applications the rendered virtual sound environment should be independent of the position and
rotation of the user’s head. The sound source should be
localized and often somehow connected to the real environment around the user. In these applications some system for finding the position and orientation of a user is
needed.
1.3 Pseudoacoustic Environment
The pseudoacoustic environment is a modified representation of the real acoustic environment around a user.
In this paper we consider a specific binaural headset where
a small microphone element has been integrated into each
earphone. This system is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and the
actual ear piece in Fig. 4.
The signal entering the ear canal in one ear may be
characterized by the block diagram of Fig. 5(a) and the
following equation:
ỹear(z) ⳱ [Hm(z)Ht(z) + E(z)]x(z)

(2)

Fig. 3. (a) Listener in pseudoacoustic environment. (b) Listener in augmented environment.

Fig. 4. Headsets used in tests. (a) Model I, constructed from a pair of Sony MDR-NC10 noice canceling headphones. (b) Model II with
an open-type earphone constructed from a Sony MDR-ED268LP earphone and an electret microphone element. Positions of the
microphone elements are indicated by arrows.
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 52, No. 6, 2004 June
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where Ht(z) represents the ETF, as in Fig. 2. Hm(z) is a
transfer function from a certain position in space to a
microphone element in our microphone–earphone system,
that is, it is basically similar to an HRTF but estimated
using the microphone mounted into an earphone element
close to the ear canal. Finally, E(z) is a transfer function
representing the leakage of direct sound from the source
location to the ear canal. It should be noted that in the
present discussion we simplify notation by using E(z)
while it would be more appropriate to express the leakage
sound as an analog acoustic signal E().
In many applications it is most convenient to try to
make the pseudoacoustic environment as identical to the
real environment as possible. It would be possible to estimate Ht(z) and use it to cancel the effect of the earphone
by replacing Hm(z) with Hm(z)/H̃t(z). Equalization filters
H̃t(z) could be estimated in a measurement where a probe
microphone was inserted into the ear canal. However, this
is difficult and would probably lead to highly individualized filters, specific for some particular positioning of
equipment [43].
The leakage effect of E(z) is even more difficult to
handle. Adding the compensation filter H̃−1
t (z) would typically call for a digital implementation of filtering. This
would add delay to the signal path. Since E(z) represents
delay-free mechanical or acoustic leakage of sound to the
ear canal, any additional delay in the transfer path from
microphone to the earphone would mean that the leakage
sound would arrive at the user’s ear canal before the earphone signal. That is, any attempt to cancel the leakage
transfer function E(z) from ỹear(z) would be impossible
because the compensation filter would be noncausal. However, at low frequencies the latency is a smaller problem,
and therefore cancellation using DSP could be used. In the
current paper we only try to control the signal level and do
some coarse equalization of signals to make the pseudoacoustic environment sound as natural as possible. Accordingly some difference is expected to remain in the
user’s spatial impression. It has been demonstrated in
many experiments that listeners can adapt to atypical [14]
or supernormal binaural inputs [44]. Modified HRTF fil-

Fig. 5. (a) Signal paths in pseudoacoustic reproduction. (b) Signal paths in augmented reality audio rendering.
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ters have also been used intentionally in virtual audio applications to reduce problems related to the front–back
confusion [45].
There are basically two practical ways to reduce the
problem of leakage. First the design of the microphone–
earphone element could be made carefully enough to effectively attenuate the leakage sound. Second, the level of
the pseudoacoustic sound can be made high such that it
efficiently masks the contribution of the leakage.
Let pear(t) be a sound pressure signal of a pure tone in
the ear canal. It is composed of
pear(t) ⳱ 10G/20p(t) + 10A/20p(t − )

(3)

where p(t) is the pressure signal outside the ear, G is a gain
in dB provided by the microphone–earphone system, and
A is attenuation in the leakage path. The phase term 
represents the difference between pseudoacoustic and
leakage sounds. If for a certain partial  ⳱ 0, the magnitude of the partial is increased by 201°g (10G/20 + 10A/20)
dB. If, on the other hand,  ⳱ ±, the amplitude of the
partial is attenuated by 201°g (10G/20 − 10A/20) dB. In
particular if A = G, the partial vanishes from the ear canal
signal. The difference between the two cases gives the
worst-case spectrum change in the ear canal signal pear(t).
The general rule of thumb is that changes in signal spectrum greater than 1–2 dB are noticeable [46], [47]. However, the just noticeable difference for moderate and
smooth changes in the spectrum envelope, such as spectrum tilting, is in the range of 2–4 dB [48]. In binaural
listening conditions the just noticeable difference has been
found to be slightly higher [49] than in a monoaural case.
The amplification G needed to compensate for a leakage
attenuated by A dB to have a maximum spectrum difference of D dB can be derived easily and is given by
G = A + 20 log 10

冉

1 + 10 D Ⲑ 20
10 D Ⲑ 20 − 1

冊

.

(4)

The difference |G − A| as a function of D is plotted in Fig.
6. If the attenuation of the leakage path is 25 dB or higher,
the spectrum difference never exceeds 1 dB. On the other
hand, if the attenuation is only 5 dB, we may need a gain
of 20 dB for the pseudoacoustic signal to compensate for
the worst-case spectrum coloration occurring when there
are both coherent summation and cancellation of frequency components in a spectrum. In listening tests in
Section 4 we compare two different earphone models of
very different attenuation characteristics.
The proposed model could also be used to produce a
modified representation of reality, which could be advantageous, more convenient, or just an entertaining feature
for a user. For example, in some cases the system would
provide hearing protection, hearing aid functions, noise
reduction, spatial filtering, or it would emphasize important sound signals such as alarm and warning sounds.
1.4 Augmented Reality Audio Environment
An augmented audio environment is produced by superimposing the virtual sound environment onto the pseudoacoustic environment. First the pseudoacoustic environJ. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 52, No. 6, 2004 June
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ment should be delivered to a user in such a way that its
loudness and binaural properties are acceptable for the
user. Second the virtual sound environment should be
mixed carefully with the local environment to produce a
coherent perception for the user. The goal is to find the
best mixing rules for local and virtual environments, leading to a meaningful fusion of these two main components
of augmented reality audio. In Fig. 3(b) the mixing of the
pseudoacoustic and virtual audio environments is performed in a device called augmented reality audio (ARA)
mixer.
Fig. 5(b) shows a block diagram of the proposed augmented reality audio system. The pseudoacoustic environment is provided for the user as explained. Virtual audio
events are added to the earphone signals using HRTF-type
directional filters H̃m(z), approximating responses Hm(z)
from a source location to a microphone in the earpiece.
Comparing the two block diagrams of Fig. 5 one may
see that if H̃m(z) ⳱ Hm(z), the only difference between
pseudoacoustic sounds and virtual sounds is that the effect
of leakage by E(z) is missing from virtual sounds. In listening tests reported in Section 4 we will study the importance of this difference.
The true HRTF given by Hl(z) in Eq. (1) is replaced by
the transfer function of Eq. (2), which represents a linear
modification of input signals. In [44] it was found that
listeners can accommodate linear transformations more
easily than arbitrary nonlinear mappings of binaural input
signals.
2. POSITIONING OF VIRTUAL SOUND OBJECTS
In typical virtual audio applications audio objects are
rendered in relation to the user’s head. In principle the
location of the user’s head sets up a virtual coordinate
system, or a map of the virtual auditory scene. Sound
objects in a pseudoacoustic environment are placed in the
physical environment around the user and therefore, con-
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ceptually, positioned according to a physical coordinate
system. Thus putting virtual audio objects onto the pseudoacoustic environment also means that we are superimposing one coordinate system on another.
There are many different ways of setting the coordinate
system for virtual audio objects, but there are also many
different ways of characterizing the physical coordinates
of objects in the environment. Restricting the discussion to
users on the planet earth, the physical coordinate system may
be based on global latitudes and longitudes. However, it may
also be a local coordinate system inside a building or a moving vehicle, for example, in an automobile application.
In some applications it is necessary to make the two
coordinate systems match so that virtual sound sources
appear in distinct locations in the physical environment. In
other applications it may be sufficient that virtual sources
are floating somewhere around the user.
2.1 Virtual Coordinates
The most common case of a floating virtual coordinate
system is the one where the only anchor point relative to
which the event is localized is the user’s head. Usually,
virtual sound sources are rendered to different directions.
For example, information services such as news, calendar
events, e-mails, or other types of messages can be remapped to the virtual acoustic space a user [50], [17]. The
spatial calendar application introduced in [51] is a typical
example. Here speech messages representing calendar
events are rendered around the user so that noon appears in
the front of the user, 3 p.m. at the right and 6 p.m. behind
the user.
Immersive virtual reality applications also use specific
virtual coordinate systems. Usually the coordinate system
is related to the geometry of a graphical virtual reality
scene [52]–[54]. In computer game applications using spatial audio techniques, the virtual coordinate system is
spanned by the game scene [55] and sometimes combined
with information on the physical location of a user [56].

Fig. 6. Difference between gain of pseudoacoustic signal and attenuation of leakage sound |G − A| versus worst-case maximum
spectrum deviation D in ear canal signal pear(t).
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 52, No. 6, 2004 June
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Telepresence is another case of a floating virtual coordinate system. The idea was originally approached in
1933, when binaural hearing was examined by letting test
persons with two receivers listen to sound examples
through microphones in a dummy head’s ears, the dummy
head being in another room [57]. Conventional telepresence applications (see, for example, [6]) are similar to
virtual auditory display systems in the sense that they aim
at producing an immersive experience for a user. That is,
a user is typically disconnected from the surrounding
acoustic environment. The bidirectional augmented telepresence application illustrated in Fig. 7 is an interesting
special case where a binaural telepresence signal is combined with a pseudoacoustic environment [3]. For the user
on the right, the system would combine the local pseudoacoustic environment with a remote pseudoacoustic environment to produce a specific type of augmented audio
reality experience. The coordinate system associated with
the binaural signal rendered onto the pseudoacoustic environment represents the physical environment of the
other person.
Virtual audio teleconferencing systems based on headphone auralization have been studied by many authors
[58]–[62]. Improved intelligibility in spatially separated
talkers [59] is typically linked to Cherry’s concept of the
cocktail party effect [63]. In multiparty teleconferencing
the positioning of each talker can be done freely. Typically
it is based on some predefined “assumed virtual environment” [58] or a map of a virtual meeting room [60]. In the
system of Fig. 7 participants at the remote end are placed
in their physical positions, but the alignment of the two
coordinate systems can be done freely.
2.2 Natural Coordinates
When placing virtual audio objects in definite locations
in the physical environment around a user, it is necessary
to make the coordinate system used for rendering virtual
sounds match with a map of the physical environment. At
one extreme it would be possible to place a virtual audio
object to any physical object in the universe. For example,
one application introduced in [3] was based on the concept
of a localized audio message, an acoustic Post-it sticker,

Fig. 7. Listener in augmented environment and another user experiencing telepresence based on binaural reproduction.
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for which one can assign any location in a physical coordinate system. This idea has earlier been introduced in
museum and exhibition audio guide systems [64], [65]. It
is also related to the concept of situated computing [66]. In
[64] a recorded message was played to a user when he/she
was in a certain location in a museum. In [65] the system
was tracking the location of a user continuously, and an
auralized dynamic sound scape and different spoken messages were played through wireless headphones for the
user depending on the location.
One potential application for MARA is a navigation aid
system for the visually impaired (see, for example, [67],
[68], [8]. In this application the map of the physical space
can be global or local.
A typical example for a local physical coordinate system are virtual auditory displays for air crews on simulated
night mission flights [4] and collision alarm systems for
flight pilots [69]. Here the associated physical coordinate
system is moving with the airplane. In both cases the
matching between virtual and physical coordinate systems
is very critical.
3 MOBILE AUGMENTED REALITY
AUDIO HEADSETS
In this study we focus on a rather specific type of microphone–earphone system. There are many alternatives,
but this was chosen as a starting point because it seems to
have many beneficial properties and it directly facilitates
the testing of rather unconventional applications and services. In many cases (for example, in [70], [71]) enclosed
headphones are used and the microphones are attached
outside the enclosures. Even if the microphone signals are
played back to let the sound pass the headphones, important binaural cues are lost due to the enclosures and the
positioning of the microphones. Sawhney and Schmandt
have proposed a system [17] where the user is wearing a
special collar that has a small loudspeaker on each shoulder and a microphone placed on the chest. This setup does
not interfere with binaural hearing, but the audio quality of
the loudspeakers is fairly poor compared to the headphones. In addition, the sound is radiated to other subjects
in the environment.
Small in-ear headphones are already widely used in portable audio and with mobile phones as hand-free headsets.
Adding microphones to this style of headphones allows
the microphones to be located very close to the ear canals.
In this way binaural information can be captured accurately.
3.1 The Proposed Transducer System
In the proposed system microphones are mounted directly on earplug-type earphone elements and are therefore
placed very close to the ear canals. Ideally, the whole
system could fit in the user’s ear and there would be no
additional wires. The wearability of this device would be
the same as for a hearing aid device. Earplug-type earphones have a low power consumption, which results in
extended operating times and low weight of the device.
For testing we constructed two different types of headsets—model I and model II—shown in Fig. 4. The average
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 52, No. 6, 2004 June
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signal (remote pseudoacoustic signal for the other user, see
Fig. 7) could be transmitted in its original form. Both
options have been implemented in the software system
introduced in [3].

attenuation of direct sound in model I measured in an
anechoic chamber with an audiometer for four subjects is
plotted in Fig. 8 (lower curve). In model I the earphones
are of the earplug type and provide 10–30 dB attenuation
of direct sound. In model II the earphones are placed at the
entrance of the ear canal and provide only 1–5 dB attenuation. The average attenuation measured with the audiometer is shown as the upper curve of Fig. 8.
The use of earplug-type headphones makes it possible
to control the signals entering a listener’s ears more accurately than, for example, with open headphones. One may
mute or amplify sounds selectively if the direct acoustic
propagation of sound into ears is suppressed by blocking
the ear canal with the device. However, model II may be
more convenient for a typical user. The attenuation of
external sounds is one of the parameters that need to be
studied by comparing different transducer systems.
In both headsets the microphones are located in the ears
or very close to the ears on both sides. When microphone
signals are routed directly to earphones the system exposes
a user to a binaural representation of the real acoustic
environment around the user. However, in practice it is
almost impossible to position and tune transducers so that
the signals entering the listener’s ears are identical to those
in the open-ear case. The microphone elements are outside
the ear, and therefore interaural time differences are larger
and the effect of the pinna is smaller and distorted by the
presence of the microphone–earphone element. The acoustic load to the ear is changed; see [72] for measurement
data with the same earphone element as in model II.
A generic block diagram of the MARA system sketched
in Section 1 is shown in Fig. 9. The signals entering the
user’s ears are composed of pseudoacoustic input signals,
captured with microphones, and virtual sounds that may be
speech signals from remote talkers or some other signals,
such as recorded or synthesized announcements, advertisements, instructions, warnings, or music. Mixing of the two
compounds is performed in the augmented reality audio
(ARA) mixer. The preprocessing block shown above the
head in Fig. 9 is used to produce the output signal of the
system. Microphone signals are recorded and some preprocessing may be applied to produce a monophonic signal which, in a communications applications, is transmitted to another user. Alternatively, the binaurally recorded

In MARA a goal is to produce an experience for the
listener where the pseudoacoustic sound environment and
virtual sound events merge into one perceived auditory
environment. In the spirit of the Turing test discussed
earlier, virtual sounds should be rendered with such a precision that the listener cannot be able to say which sound
sources are real acoustic sources in the environment and
which ones only played from the earphones the user is
wearing. It is obvious that this is difficult to achieve in
other than laboratory environments, where the listener’s
head can be assumed immobilized and the acoustic transfer functions from a source to the listener’s ears can be
measured accurately. Therefore we designed a listening
experiment to see how close to the subjectively perfect
augmented reality audio display we can get with the proposed system.
The basic configuration is illustrated in Fig. 10. We
measure acoustic transfer functions from a loudspeaker to
microphones in the headset and use the same responses to
create virtual sounds for testing. In an ideal case the signals entering the user’s ear canals in the case of the loudspeaker, that is, the pseudoacoustic case, and the virtual
sound reproduction through the headset only should be
identical. However, a real system is far from ideal. For
example, measurement noise, leakage of the headset in
loudspeaker reproduction, and small movements of the
listener change the transfer functions.
In typical real-world applications transfer functions
from a source location to the headset worn by the user are
unknown or can be approximated only roughly. Therefore

Fig. 8. Attenuation in model I (lower curve) and model II (upper
curve) headsets.

Fig. 9. Generic system diagram applicable for most augmented
reality audio applications.
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we also wanted to test how the results would change if
measured transfer functions were replaced by generic synthetic responses.
4.1 Test Setup and Samples
The test was carried out in a standardized listening room
[73] using an SGI Octane workstation with eight-channel
audio output. Two of the playback channels were mixed to
earphone signals together with directly routed pseudoacoustic signals from the ear microphones. Other channels

Fig. 10. Listening test configuration. Head-related room impulse
responses (HRIRs) were measured for each listener. HRIRs were
then used to synthesize test signals for headset playback. In
listening tests signals were switched between loudspeaker and
earphone playback.

were connected to a set of Genelec 1030 loudspeakers in
the listening room. This configuration made it possible to
conduct listening experiments using both loudspeakers
and earphones so that switching between earphones and
loudspeakers will be free of clicks or changes in noise
level. The test was an AB hidden reference test where
samples A and B were at random either virtual sound
presented through earphones or real sound from a loudspeaker. Listeners were allowed to switch between A and
B at any time, and user responses were collected using the
GuineaPig 2 listening test system [74]. The graphical user
interface of the listening test system is shown in Fig. 11.
The test setup consisted of a chair with a head support
for the test subject and three loudspeakers placed 2 m
away from the test subject, one in the front and the others
30° to each side of the subject. In order to remove the cue
of identifying the virtual sound source by a slight error in
localization, dummy loudspeakers were added to the loudspeaker array. A somewhat similar test setup based on
in-situ binaural room impulse response (BRIR), measurements has been used earlier in studies on the externalization of virtual sources (for example, in [22, 41]).
In the beginning of each listening test session binaural
impulse responses from the loudspeakers to the headset
microphones in the test subject’s ears were measured in
situ. This includes the room response as well as the test
subject’s head-related impulse response modified by the
earphone and the microphone location. The excitation signal used was a 1-second logarithmic frequency sweep signal. The binaural impulse response was then computed by
deconvolution between recorded microphone signals and
the excitation signal. The impulse response was truncated
to 0.2 second, which is slightly less than the T60 reverberation time of the room [73].

Fig. 11. Graphical user interface of listening test system.
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Two sets of virtual sound samples were used in the test,
all generated from ten original source signals. These dry
source signals are listed in Table 1. The first set of virtual
sound samples was generated by convolution between the
measured binaural impulse response and the dry source
signals. In the following these are called specific test
samples because they were generated separately for each
listener and each listening test session.
A second set of generic test samples was generated
beforehand and it was identical for all subjects. These
were produced by convolving the original test samples
with impulse responses composed of a generic directional
HRTF response and the output of a computational room
model. The generic HRTF responses were measured from
one subject in the same room, but they were truncated to
1 ms such that they represent the contribution of the direct
sound only. The room model was based on a well-known
concept of direct sound, early reflections, and statistical
late reverberation (see [75] for a description of the software). Early reflections were synthesized using an image
source model of the room [76], and late reverberation was
produced using a reverberation algorithm proposed in [77].
4.2 Listening Test Procedures
In most tests the subjects compared specific or generic
test samples played through the headset earphones against
the original samples played back with the loudspeakers in
the listening room. Both specific and generic virtual sound
samples were used in each listening test session, and they
were presented in random order. Most listeners participated only in one listening session, and there were no
repetitions of the stimuli.
The duration of a sample was at maximum about 5
seconds. The sound pressure level in loudspeaker reproduction was adjusted so that it was approximately 60 dB
(SPL) for test samples in the listening position. The level
of the pseudoacoustic reproduction was adjusted by one of
the authors (Ms. Jakka) to a fixed level such that the level
of the pseudoacoustic environment was slightly amplified
over the open-ear case but not annoying. Virtual sounds
were played at a level where the loudness was subjectively
close to the loudness of pseudoacoustic reproduction.
In the test there were a total of 36 sample pairs. In each
pair one sample was played from a loudspeaker and the
other, either a specific or a generic virtual sound sample,

through the headset. The virtual sound sample was rendered either to the same direction as the active loudspeaker
or to a different direction. Subjects were allowed to listen
to samples A and B as many times as they wished, and
they were forced to give various gradings to samples before proceeding to the next pair of samples (see Fig. 11).
First listeners were asked to mark which one of the two
signals (A or B) they thought was played from the loudspeaker. Next they had to grade the externalization of both
signals. Finally they were asked to characterize the elevation of both signals using a slider in the user interface and
indicate if the sound appeared in the front or the back
hemisphere.
The grading scale for the externalization was 1 to 5,
where 1 corresponds to hearing the sound originating from
inside the head and 5 to when the sound appears at the
loudspeakers. A similar scale was used also in [22]. In the
listening test reported in this paper the subjects were not
asked to assess the perceived location of a source in the
frontal horizontal plane. Subjects were asked to grade the
externalization, report possible front–back confusion, and
give a grading for the elevation of assumed virtual and
pseudoacoustic sources. The elevation was ranked on a
grading scale from 0 to 5 so that the value 2 represented
the ear level, 5 was for a source above the head of the
listener, and 0 was given if the perceived source position
was close to the floor.
An additional test was performed with babble-talk-type
low-level background noise, which was played back from
one of the loudspeakers during the test. This setup was
intended to imitate a natural listening environment with
distracting sources.
4.3 Results
The performance of the model II headset was tested
with 19 subjects. Four subjects were considered naive and
the rest expert listeners. Naive listeners were students at
HUT who had no prior experience in spatial audio listening tests. Expert listeners were authors of this paper or
personnel of the laboratory who all had participated in
several related listening tests. Five subjects were female
and fourteen were male. The test with babble-talk background noise was performed with six subjects. In addition,
the model I headset was tested with three authors of this
paper, who also participated in all other tests as subjects.

Table 1. Test sequences and mean externalization grades with 95% confidence intervals
in parentheses.
Item

Description

Loudspeaker

Specific Virtual
Test Sample

Generic Virtual
Test Sample

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Sound of breaking glass 1
Sound of breaking glass 2
Female singer
Male speaker
White noise
Bell sounds
Tuba long note
Electric guitar chord
English horn single note
Pop music

4.9 (4.7, 5)
4.7 (4.5, 5)
4.7 (4.5, 4.9)
4.8 (4.6, 5)
4.7 (4.5, 4.9)
4.6 (4.3, 4.8)
4.7 (4.5, 4.9)
4.6 (4.3, 4.9)
4.9 (4.8, 5)
4.8 (4.6, 4.9)

3.8 (3.3, 4.3)
2.7 (1.8, 3.5)
3.1 (2.3, 3.9)
3.3 (2.7, 3.9)
3.9 (3.3, 4.5)
3.8 (3.2, 4.3)
4 (3.5, 4.6)
3.7 (2.9, 4.5)
4 (3.4, 4.6)
2.7 (2.1, 3.3)

2.7 (2.2, 3.3)
3.5 (3, 4)
3.1 (2.6, 3.7)
2.7 (2.1, 3.2)
3.2 (2.7, 3.8)
3.8 (3.2, 4.3)
3.4 (2.9, 3.9)
3.9 (3.3, 4.5)
4.1 (3.7, 4.6)
2.5 (1.9, 3.1)
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4.3.1 Source Confusion
In this paper the cases where the listener thought that
the virtual sound came from the loudspeaker or vice versa
are called source confusion. The percentage of 50% would
mean that listeners cannot discriminate virtual sounds
from the pseudoacoustic sounds played from the loudspeakers. Fig. 12 illustrates the percentages of source confusion for the ten test sequences of Table 1. The data are
plotted separately for four different conditions indicated in
the figure caption. The percentage in source confusion
over all sequences and conditions was 18.5% for the
model I headset with a 95% confidence interval of (9.0–
28.0%). For the model II headset the mean was 14% with
a confidence interval of (9.6–18.5%). In both types of
headsets source confusion was equally common in both
specific and generic virtual sound samples, and the differences between specific and generic responses were found
statistically insignificant (p values of 0.96 and 0.92,
respectively).
A high value of source confusion is approached in several test sequences reported in Fig. 12. It seems that the
highest percentage of source confusion was found for the
earplug-type model I headset. However, recalling that the
number of test subjects for the model I headset was only

Fig. 12. Percentages of source confusion (a) Model I headset. (b)
Model II headset. 䉭, 䉮—data with specific responses where
virtual source is rendered to same direction as loudspeaker and to
different direction, respectively. ×, +—similar setting using generic responses.
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three, the comparison between average percentages may
not give a good accuracy. In the paired T-test results the
difference between the source confusion percentages in
the two headsets was not found statistically significant (p
value of 0.38). The percentages for naive and expert listeners over all tested conditions using the model II headset
were 13.9% and 14.1%, respectively, but the difference, in
terms of the paired T test, was statistically insignificant (p
value of 0.95), and the confidence intervals were equal.
Source confusion is very common in narrow-band
sounds. For the musical instrument sound samples 6, 7, 8,
and 9 (see Table 1), the percentage of source confusion is
24.2% with a 95% confidence interval of (17.1–31.3%). In
other sequences the percentage is only 6.8% with a confidence interval of (3.5–10.1%).
If a virtual sound sample in an AB test is rendered to a
different direction than the loudspeaker, the source confusion is more likely to occur. In the average of both specific
and generic cases of virtual sounds the source confusion
percentages are 11.8% and 15.8% for the cases where the
sounds are coming from the same direction and a different
direction, respectively. That is, source confusion is more
likely in the case where the virtual sound is rendered to a
different direction than the loudspeaker. In a paired T test
the difference was found to be statistically significant (p
value of 0.0001).
The experiments with babble-talk background noise
show little effect on the percentage of source confusion.
This was only tested with the model II headset. The percentage of source confusion with babble-talk noise over all
test sequences is 15.6%, but compared to the case where
no background noise is present (14.1%) the difference is
statistically weak (p value of 0.43). Several subjects reported that the background noise may increase differences
at extremes. When identifying the location of the source is
difficult, the background noise makes it even more difficult, whereas the easy cases become easier.
4.3.2 Externalization Grades
The median externalization grades for all listeners, both
headsets, for the cases of real source and for the two
different types of virtual sound items (specific and generic) are shown in Fig. 13. Since there were only three
subjects testing the model I headset, all externalization
grades were plotted in Fig. 13(a). The median and the
lower and upper quartile values of the externalization
grades for the model II headset, collected from 19 subjects, are illustrated in Fig. 13(b). In the model I headset
the sounds from the loudspeakers and the specific virtual
sounds are close to each other, whereas the generic
samples gave lower grades. The mean externalization
grades in the three cases (real, specific, and generic) are
3.9, 3.6, and 2.8, respectively. Note that the samples
played from the loudspeakers (top panel) often gave
grades less than 5, showing that the sound from the
loudspeaker was not well externalized in using the model
I headset. In fact, in some cases subjects reported that
when using the model I headset both virtual and pseudoacoustic signals were localized inside the head of the
listener.
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 52, No. 6, 2004 June
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The one-way ANOVA analysis followed by a paired T
test of the data from the model I headset indicates that the
difference in externalization grades for real and specific
responses was only weakly significant (p value of 0.1).
The model I headset has a high attenuation of the leakage,
and therefore the cases of sound from a loudspeaker and
virtual sounds produced using specific responses are similar. Recall that in the case of ideal transducers with no
leakage, and with an immobilized listeners’ head, the signals entering the subject’s ear canals would be identical in
both cases. The fact that the samples auralized using generic responses gave clearly lower grades than the real and
specific sources was found to be a statistically significant
phenomenon (p value of 0.001) in the one-way ANOVA
test.
Fig. 13(b) shows the median statistics of the listening
tests with the model II headset. Unlike in the model I case,
the loudspeaker (real) received often almost the maximum
grade whereas both specific and generic virtual samples
received lower grades. Average values over all data are 4.7
(4.6–4.8), 3.5 (3.3–3.7), and 3.3 (3.1–3.5) for real, spe-
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cific, and generic cases, respectively. The 95% confidence
interval are indicated in parenthesis. The high externalization grades in the case of sounds from the loudspeaker
may partially result from subjects biasing in the case
where they are sure which sample was played from the
loudspeaker. It is possible that in these cases subjects often
gave the externalization grade of 5 for the real sound
source, even if they were instructed to give the grade by
the perceived externalization of the source.
The range of the confidence intervals in the mean results suggests that there are significant differences between test sequences. The average range of the confidence
intervals for the loudspeaker case is only 0.2 unit on the
externalization grade scale, but in both cases of virtual
sound samples the confidence interval has a range of 0.4
unit. The difference between virtual sounds (specific and
generic) and those played from loudspeakers was statistically significant, whereas the difference between the two
virtual cases, that is, specific and generic, was only weakly
significant (p value of 0.1). The lower and upper quartile
values marked by a whisker around the mean value give an

Fig. 13. Median values of externalization grades over all subjects for reference sound from a loud-speaker (top) and for virtual sound
produced by filtering with specific (middle) and generic (bottom) responses. (a) Model I headset. (b) Model II headset. Median value
is indicated by a horizontal line inside a box representing the region between lower and upper quartile values of data.
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 52, No. 6, 2004 June
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indication of the intersubject differences. The average
ranges between the lower 25% quartile and the upper 75%
quartile in the real, specific, and generic cases, averaged
over all test sequences, were 0.4, 1.9, and 1.5. That is, the
largest intersubject differences were found in virtual
sounds auralized using specific in-situ responses, measured individually for each subject.
4.3.3 Front–Back Confusion and
Elevation Phenomena
Front–back confusion is a well-known phenomenon in
localization experiments. In the current tests this occurred
in both loudspeaker reproduction and virtual sounds. In the
case of a real sound from a loudspeaker the percentage of
front–back confusion in a model II headset was 1.3% (0.3–
2.3%). However, for the virtual sound samples produced
using specific and generic HRIRs the percentages were
23% (17.9–28.1%) and 19% (15–22%), respectively. The
significance that the percentage of front–back confusion in
the current experiment was larger in the case of specific
HRIRs than for generic responses is relatively low (p
value of 0.19). This is a surprising finding because it is
generally assumed that the use of individualized HRTFs
helps in resolving front–back confusion. The difference
between real and virtual sources in the percentage of
front–back confusion was statistically significant.
There are large individual differences in the phenomenon of front–back confusion. In the bitmap of Fig. 14 the
front–back confusion of virtual sound samples is shown in
black. Here the columns represent the 36 test sequence
pairs and the rows are the 19 subjects. For three test subjects, a majority of virtual samples were localized behind
the head. Interestingly, those three subjects were originally
ranked expert listeners. For two subjects even some of the
loudspeaker samples were localized behind the head. In
the test situation the front–back confusion can be explained by the fact that the pinna was partially blocked by
the earphone and the head rotation was hindered.
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An elevation of both real and virtual sources was commonly observed in the listening test. The average values
and the 95% confidence intervals for the model II headset
for real, specific, and generic samples were 2.28 (2.2–2.4),
2.3 (2.0–2.7), and 2.5 (2.1–2.9), where the value 2 corresponds to the ear level and 5 would be given if the perceived position of the source were above the head of the
listener. In the paired T test the difference between loudspeaker sounds and specific virtual sounds was not significant, but the difference between loudspeaker sounds
and those rendered using generic responses was found
somewhat significant (p value of 0.04). The elevation of
sound sources also varies individually, which may occur
because of the ear plugs fitting into different ears in different positions. For two test subjects the virtual source
samples were on average elevated above the ear level, and
for one subject some of the real source samples were elevated. The extreme value of 5.0 occurred in 0.5% and
1.7% of the real and virtual samples, respectively. In the
model I headset the mean grades for the elevation in the
cases of real and virtual sounds were 2.4 (2.3–2.5) and 2.5
(2.3–2.6), showing a slightly larger elevation than in the
case of the model II headset. Here the difference between
the two types of sound, virtual and loudspeaker, was found
statistically insignificant.
It could be expected that the sound samples played from
the front center loudspeaker direction would not externalize as well as those played from the sides. The average
externalization grade in the model I headset for virtual
sounds played from the center loudspeaker was 3.4 (3.1–
3.6), whereas for the directions of 30° to the left and right
the average was 3.6 (3.4–3.7). For real samples played from
the center loudspeaker the average externalization grade was
4.6 (4.4–4.7), and for the two other loudspeakers it was 4.65
with a 95% confidence interval of (4.60–4.77). Even if the
mean values do show this trend, in terms of the paired T
test the degradations in the externalization grades in the
two cases are not significant (p values of 0.2 and 0.1).

Fig. 14. Back–front confusion in virtual sound samples for 36 sample pairs and 19 subjects. Confusion is indicated by black color.
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4.3.4 Discussion of Results
Perceived locations of virtual and pseudoacoustic
sources were not compared in the listening tests. Many
subjects reported that virtual and pseudoacoustic sources
were often externalized to the same degree, but their perceived locations were slightly different, even if the virtual
source was rendered to the position of the loudspeaker.
Nevertheless, source confusion is common for many of the
test sequences. For example, the average percentage of
source confusion in the model II headset was 14%. Assuming that there were an equal number of right guesses in
the listening test, we may anticipate that in 28% of the test
cases a listener was not able determine which sound was
played from a loudspeaker and which was a virtual sound
from the earphones. Source confusion occurs both with
binaural responses measured in situ and as with more generic binaural responses with a nonpersonalized direct sound
response and a computationally modeled room response.
In the case of the model II headset the difference between
the two methods was found statistically insignificant.
In the current paper we did not perform comprehensive
tests to assess the intrasubject differences, that is, how
results vary when the same test is repeated several times
for the same subject. However, in preliminary tests we found
that the intrasubject differences seem to be smaller than
the intersubject differences that have been reported here.
Since only three subjects were tested with the model I
headset the comparison of the two different headsets may
not give accurate results. Nevertheless it seems that source
confusion is more common with the model I headset.
However, the lack of externalization of the real source
sound may be a larger problem in model I than in model
II. In both headsets the difference between specific and
generic virtual samples is small. In a real-world application we would most likely always use generic HRIRs
rather than in-situ measured responses. However, the difference in externalization grades between specific and generic responses was found only weakly significant in the
model II headset whereas in the model I headset a larger
difference was observed. Therefore we may argue that the
model II headset may be the more promising alternative as
a transducer with respect to the MARA objective of pseudoacoustically imitating the real audio environment.
It is probable that the major factor causing the difference between virtual and pseudoacoustic sounds is the
leakage of direct sound to the ear past the headset system
in the case of loudspeaker playback. The leakage is naturally completely absent in the virtual production case. The
frequency responses of the earphones may not be as flat as
would be desired, which may cause coloration of the virtual sound. Measurement of the actual transfer characteristics of different types of headsets using probe microphone methods is work currently in progress, and it will
probably give a more accurate picture of the leakage
effect.
In order to study the perception of the augmented audio
environment more carefully, the listening test subjects
should be made to adapt to the pseudoacoustic environment prior to the test. This could be done by letting subJ. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 52, No. 6, 2004 June
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jects wear the headsets for a longer period of time, such as
two hours or a day, before performing the test. In addition,
the listening test should be repeated at different reproduction levels for the pseudoacoustic environment.
5 ENABLING MOBILITY AND WEARABILITY
The reported results show that the proposed transducer
configuration may be useful in implementing mobile augmented audio reality applications. However, room acoustics and the location of a user in the room was fixed.
Listeners’ heads were also immobilized, and the implementation of the system on a desktop computer platform is
currently far from being mobile and wearable [3]. In the
following sections we give a brief overview on processing
principles and technologies needed to make the system
adapt dynamically to new environments and movements
of a user. In particular, we discuss techniques needed to
control the top and bottom blocks of the schematic diagram of Fig. 9: acoustics model, dynamic auralization, and
preprocessing for transmission. We will also give some
ideas on the user interface and the relation of the present
work to future mobile communications technology.
5.1 Processing of Binaural Signals
The block diagram of a MARA system proposed in this
paper is illustrated in Fig. 9. In a dynamic setting it is
necessary to provide the system control information that
should be obtained from the environment. Details of binaural signal processing are beyond the scope of this paper.
Acoustic parameters, such as the amount of reverberation and the geometric properties of the real environment
around the user may be needed for a successful augmentation of the pseudoacoustic environment. There are basically two mechanisms for acquiring this information. In
some applications this can be derived off-line, and it
would be available for the system as information related to
that particular location. This would rely on a global localization system and an extensive database. This is basically
the approach taken in [65]. A more generic alternative
would be based on an on-line estimation of the acoustic
parameters from microphone input signals.
Probably the most important tool for the analysis of
binaural signals is the cross-correlation function between
two microphone signals. In a free field with two microphones the cross-correlation function corresponding to a
single source position is an impulse function, where the
time of the impulse indicates the time delay between the
two microphone signals. When the head is placed between
the two microphones, the cross-correlation function is
changed such that it is convolved with the crosscorrelation function of the two HRIRs. In practice the
effect of the head is that we get a slightly blurred crosscorrelation peak.
In a diffuse reverberant field with two omnidirectional
microphones the cross-correlation function is a rectangular
pulse [78], [79]. Head diffraction again changes the correlation function slightly [80]. However, due to the folding
effect, a diffuse field produces almost uniform distribution
of energy in the cross-correlation function. The magnitude
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of correlation peaks versus total energy in the crosscorrelation function could be used to estimate the ratio of
direct-to-diffuse sound in the field.
Locations of peaks in the cross-correlation function indicate the directions of sources in the acoustic field. Estimation of the peak positions of cross-correlation functions
is a popular method in the localization of sources from
microphone array signals [81]. A source localization
method based on an array of two microphones has been
studied, for example, in [82], and binaural microphone
arrays have been used in such studies as [83] and [84].
In localization, the array (headset) is assumed to be
static and the system is locating static or moving sources.
If, on the other hand, the sound source or sources are
assumed to be static and the headset worn by the user is
used to locate these static sources, then the exact position
and orientation of the user can be solved. A technique for
head tracking based on binaural microphone signals of the
proposed system was recently introduced [85]. This approach has the advantage that an unlimited number of
users can use the same sound sources for positioning.
The bidirectional telepresence application illustrated in
Fig. 7 has some specific problems that have been studied
in a recent publication [86]. One of the problems comes up
when a remote user starts talking. The user at the near end
will hear the remote talker localized inside his/her head.
One way to avoid this rather unnatural experience is to
detect the speech activity of the remote user and separate
and rerender his/her voice outside the other user’s head.
Since the distance from the user’s mouth to the two ear
microphones is the same, one can use efficiently the difference between the frequency-selective sum and difference of the two microphone signals in the detection and
separation of the voice of the user. In fact, summing of the
two signals is essentially beamforming [87], which in the
case of two microphones can give up to 6 dB amplification
for the speech of a user and also other sounds sources in
the median plane. When this is done separately and adaptively in different frequency regions, the cancellation of
sources in other directions can be performed at the same
time. Frequency-selective sum–difference beamforming is
actually a special case of the celebrated generalized sidelobe canceler (GSC) introduced in [88] and used for spatial voice activity detection in [89].
The use of beamforming techniques for a head-worn
microphone array or for binaural microphone signals has
been proposed for hearing aid devices by many authors
[90], [91]. Similar services could also be provided with the
proposed MARA system. In addition, localization and
beamforming could be combined with sound recognition
techniques to facilitate spatial decomposition of the auditory space at a higher conceptual level. Automatic speech
recognition is a classical example, but the recognition of
music or other types of environmental sounds [92]–[94] or
sound environments [95] using the binaural input signals
could be considered.
5.2 Context and Location Aware Services
Many of the applications and services discussed in this
paper are based on the knowledge of the location and
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orientation of the user. The context of the services is
strongly related to the user’s location. Tracking of a user’s
location can be performed on two different levels: globally
and locally. For some services it is sufficient to track the
user’s global location in the range of meters. This information can, for example, be in front of the Helsinki railway station, at an information desk, or in the science fiction section in a library. Outdoors global positioning is
often achieved by using satellite positioning systems. At
the moment there are two radio navigation satellite networks for global positioning, the Global Positioning System (GPS) and the Global Navigation Satellite System
(GLONASS). There are also regionally restricted navigation networks, such as EGNOS/GALILEO which covers
Europe.
The global satellite systems do not work indoors because the buildings block the satellite signal. In cities there
may also be problems because of the canyoning effect
caused by high buildings around the user. For indoor positioning there are a variety of methods available. In the
Active Badge system [96] a user wears a badge that emits
an infrared signal, which is detected by a sensor. The
signal can contain a globally unique identifier (GUID) and
thus will allow identification. The Active Bat location system [97] uses an ultrasound time-of-flight lateralization
technique to provide the physical location of an Active Bat
tag. The tags emit ultrasonic pulses, synchronized by radio
frequencies, to a grid of ceiling-mounted sensors. The distance measurement data are then forwarded to a central
unit, which calculates the position. The tags can also have
GUIDs for recognition. Instead of central computing, the
Cricket Location Support System [98], developed at MIT,
lets the user calculate the location. This can be done, for
example, in a PDA. The infrastructure of the system consists of transmitters, beacons, which emit both radio and
ultrasound signals, and receivers, which listen to radio and
ultrasound pulses. Radio frequencies are used for synchronization. RADAR [99], developed by the Microsoft Research group, is an RF-based localization system using the
IEEE 802.11 WaveLAN wireless networking technology.
The system consists of multiple base stations and wireless
transmitters worn by the user. The transmitter emits RF
signals, and the signal strength is measured at multiple
base stations. These data are compared to the empirical
measurement data, and thus the user location can be estimated. SpotOn [100] is an example of an ad hoc application where no infrastructure is implemented. The system
implements lateralization with low-cost tags, and the user
location is estimated by detecting the radio signal attenuation. Technology based on Radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags provides new interesting possibilities for
the localization of objects in the environment [101], [102].
An overview of related positioning systems can be found
in [103].
In some services it is essential to track the user’s local
position as well. By this we mean continuous tracking of
the user’s exact position and head orientation. This information is needed for a successful augmentation of the
acoustic environment. In order to track head orientation
and movement the user needs to wear some sort of sensors
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 52, No. 6, 2004 June
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or transmitters. Modern head trackers can be divided into
five categories based on their tracking method: acoustic,
electromagnetic, inertial, mechanical, and optical. In
acoustic head tracking the tracking can be done by detecting the flight times or phase differences for arriving sound
in the microphone array. In electromagnetic tracking, a
stationary element emits a pulsed magnetic field. A sensor
worn by the user senses the field and reports the position
and orientation to the source. Inertial trackers have miniature gyroscopes inside the sensor. The rapidly spinning
wheel tries to resist any movement. The resistance can be
measured and converted to position and orientation. Mechanical trackers have a physical connection between the
reference point and a target. The orientation of the connection point can easily be measured and turned into the
desired coordinates. In optical tracking an array of cameras locates a set of LEDs in known positions. The LEDs
can be worn by the user and the cameras can be placed in
the environment, or vice versa. An overview of related
tracking devices can be found in [103].
For contextual services it is important that the positioning infrastructure can exchange information with the user.
The hardware worn by the user can send, for example,
identification data and the user’s preferred language to the
service provider. In return the service provider can offer
personalized services to the user. Also the acoustical parameters of the environment (for example, reverberation
time and reference points for positioning) could be transmitted to the user’s hardware for proper augmentation of
the services. As the user changes place, for example, going
from a library to a movie theater, the system should automatically detect the available services. This requires
common protocols for all related services to communicate
with each other. One such architecture is proposed in [104].
The headset proposed in this paper is a candidate for
acquiring information on the surroundings of the user in
conjunction with other devices such as a mobile phone or
a positioning device. The headset is also a very good way
to make the aggregate information available to the user.
Some services may have been tied to a certain location.
Once the infrastructure has identified the user, these services can be presented via the headset as the user approaches them. Audio events can also be easily rendered to
a desired position in the acoustic environment. As an example a user can be in a store where special offers are
played to the user as he or she walks in the store. After
shopping the user goes, with navigation instruction played
by the headset, to a cafe. Someone might have had left an
acoustic Post-it message to the user in the cafe. As the
cafe’s infrastructure identifies the user, the message is
played through the headset.
5.3 User Interface
One of the basic ideas of the headset configuration described in this paper is that the user may wear the headset
at all times. Because of the pseudoacoustic playback, it is
not necessary to take off the headphones for live discussion with other people. This would make the headset an
ideal means for communicating contextual information to
the user. It would also facilitate using a mobile device
J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 52, No. 6, 2004 June
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without seeing the screen of the device, that is, eyes-free
usage, and may also solve the current limitations on mobile device usage as a secondary task, during critical primary tasks such as driving or cycling.
Eyes-free interaction between the device and its user
would naturally require efficient means for both input and
feedback information. For input there are two main ways
to communicate with the device: speech and haptics.
Speech would be ideal for rapid and natural communication. However, natural speech communication requires
very sophisticated techniques, still mostly in their basic
research phase, and simpler speech input methods may
often be irritating to the user. For example, navigating a
hierarchical menu structure using speech prompts is both
irritating and slow, although fairly easy to implement.
There are also many usage situations where speech is not
an optimal input modality, as talking aloud may not be
socially acceptable.
For feedback from the device, both speech and nonspeech sounds can be used effectively. Text-to-speech
(TTS) synthesis is a viable option for getting complex
information to the user, while nonspeech (earcons and
auditory icons) output is suited well for simpler concepts,
such as alerts and simple user action feedback [105]. A
practical experiment of applying sonification by earcons to
a mobile phone user interface was carried out in [106]. The
hierarchical structure of a mobile phone menu with four
levels was represented with the help of structured musical
tones and implemented in a mobile phone. The result of a
user study indicated that the sonification was found irritating but also helpful in some situations.
Spatial audio is also an important aspect of auditory
user interface presentation. In a similar way to the spatial
organization of information in graphical user interfaces,
where multiple visual objects can be easily displayed and
managed, space could be exploited to present the auditory
objects of an interface to the user wearing the MARA
headset system. User interface design for spatial auditory
displays has been considered by Cohen and Ludwig [107],
who developed an audio window system where the user
can monitor and manipulate spatially separated sound items.
The binaural impulse response technique employed for
virtual source generation in Section 3.2 could be easily
applied to the user interface (UI) applications on the
MARA system. However, the common problems of externalization and perception of distance encountered in virtual audio presentations over headphones should be considered carefully to guarantee perceptual validity and high
usability of these audio UI solutions. The use of echoic
stimuli to improve externalization and control distance
perception would need careful perceptual assessment in
order to ensure a consistent audio UI presentation for different source distances while keeping a uniform sense of
space for different audio objects of the UI. Recently, the
issue of distance control, for instance, has been investigated by Martens [108], who presented a technique for the
control of a virtual sound source range.
The design of a near-field virtual display is also an
interesting option for audio UI applications, as nearby virtual sources such as sources perceived in the region of
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space within “arm’s reach,” offer a potential for multimodal interaction with sound objects using gestural control,
as suggested in [109]. An interesting application of this
idea was presented by Cohen et al. [6], who developed the
Handy Sound system using a DataGlove and Polhemus
devices to control an audio UI. A distinction between distant virtual sources and nearby sources can also be made
on the basis that nearby sources may relate more to the
listener’s private space or “personal space,” as described
in [108]. In most applications a spatial audio UI would
correspond better to this type of user space.
Another issue to consider in audio UI design relates to
the structure of the UI displayed to the user. This topic has
been studied in several research works on auditory mapping of graphical UI and design for nonvisual UI. The
GUIB (textual and graphical user interfaces for blind
people) project [110] and the Mercator project [111] illustrate two different approaches to auditory UI presentation,
as described in [112]. In the GUIB system a direct analogy
to the spatial presentation in visual interfaces is proposed
with the spatial audio technique. This is the approach also
chosen in the audio window system presented by Cohen
and Ludwig [107]. The Mercator project utilizes another
approach focusing on the presentation of object hierarchies in a UI, rather than a pixel-by-pixel level of the
interface. These two approaches have been combined subsequently with the idea of a hierarchical navigation system
based on direct manipulation with spatial audio [113].
The design of an audio interface display depends mainly
on the type of UI application considered. However, in the
context of the MARA system, the mobile usage factor
would require an easy to use and efficient audio UI solution. In the case of a hierarchical menu structure presentation, as commonly found on mobile devices, the spatial
UI design presented in [114] could easily be adopted. This
nonvisual interaction solution was successfully applied to
a music play-list navigation and generation for an audio
player application [115]. Due to the limitations in sound
localization with nonindividual HRTFs, that is, front–back
confusion and elevation problems, this auditory display
uses only a small number of sound positions presented
along a line from left to right. This simple approach ensures that the spatial sound presentation will work reliably
for any user with normal hearing. In the implementation,
stereo amplitude panning can be combined with a simple
stereo widening technique [116] to externalize the leftand rightmost spatial locations. With this scheme it is
possible to present any traditional hierarchical menu structure purely by audio, considering both speech and nonspeech sounds, depending on the UI application.
5.4 Infrastructure Support for MARA
The headset presented in this paper is essential for the
concepts of mobile augmented reality audio. However,
there are many applications where some type of support
from the underlying infrastructure would be beneficial or
required. The headset is just the acoustic front end for
many applications. For location-based services, the possibilities of the headset providing the necessary information
are remote, so the applications have to rely on the infor634
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mation provided by other systems. As already discussed
previously, positioning services may be provided by the
mobile network, by satellite positioning systems, or by
several other methods. Also locations relative to a local
environment, such as a car, are best provided by the environment itself. Knowledge of the acoustics around the
headset can be acquired partially from the microphone
signals of the headset itself. However, this information
could also be contained in the environment. For the telepresence application mentioned in Section 2.1 the most
critical infrastructure requirement is to be able to transmit
a high-quality full-duplex stereophonic signal. This is
something that the current mobile network infrastructures
and standard codecs do not support. These applications
can currently be tested with nonstandardized configurations in IP-based networks. In addition, to make the headset itself truly wearable, data transmission to and from the
headset should preferably be wireless. There are many
ways to implement this but, for example, the current Bluetooth profiles do not support high-quality duplex transmission. Still, interoperability here would be a key for enabling the use of the proposed headset as the only pair of
headphones the user has to wear.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented an overview of the concept of
mobile augmented reality audio (MARA). In the case of
open ears a listener may perceive the acoustic environment
in its natural form. When wearing a headset with binaural
microphones and earphones user are exposed to a modified representation of the acoustic environment around
them, which here is called the pseudoacoustic environment. A traditional example of a pseudoacoustic environment is that of a person wearing a binaural hearing aid
device. The virtual sound environment is a synthesized
binaural representation or a binaural recording. In augmentation of the user’s acoustic environment, virtual
sound objects are rendered in a natural or a pseudoacoustic
representation of the sound field around the user. In this
paper, we focused on the latter case, where virtual sound
objects are combined with a pseudoacoustic representation
of the acoustic environment around a user. This is obtained
using a specific headset where miniature microphone elements are integrated into small earphone elements. Pseudoacoustic representation is produced by routing microphone signals to the earphones.
The proposed transducer system for MARA was studied
in listening tests where the subjects were presented real
sounds from loudspeakers and virtual sounds through microphone–earphone systems in the same setting. Virtual
sounds were produced by filtering with in-situ HRIRs or
nonindividual HTRF responses combined with a synthetic
room model. It was found that even experienced listeners
often cannot discriminate virtual sounds from test sounds
coming from loudspeakers in a listening room. In addition,
the difference between using individualized or generic
HRTF filters was small or vanishing. The small difference
may be related to the fact that the effect of the pinna is
relatively small in the proposed system because microJ. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 52, No. 6, 2004 June
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phones are placed just a few millimeters outside the ear
canal and the headset is partly covering the pinna. However, a more fascinating hypothesis is that combining virtual sounds with a pseudoacoustic sound environment actually makes rendering virtual sounds easier. This hypothesis
needs to be tested by listening tests in the future.
The results are encouraging and suggest that the proposed transducer system may provide a potential framework for the development of applications of mobile augmented reality audio. No long-term exposure tests with the
proposed headset were performed to see how users can
accommodate the modified representation of the real
acoustic environment. This will also be part of future work.
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